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Type of product: Rapid primer coating based on special dispersion and quartz sand filling, ready-made, with a
single component, without solvents. After hardening, the surface becomes rough and with a
uniform absorption.

Description The PRIMER G 7012 primer coating represents a dispersion of synthetic resins and fine mineral additives.
of product:
Intended uses: The PRIMER G 7012 product is used inside and outside, as a primer for non-absorbing supports and on
old supports, in renovations. Diluted in water, the product is used on absorbing surfaces as well. It is used
before the application of self-levelling foundations, of hydroinsulations under plywood or sticking the
ceramic plywood.
Specially conceived for plywood renovation works, for plate on plate sticking.
Technical data:

Colour
Specific consumption
Density
Operation temperature:
Support layer temperature

yellow
approx. 0.1 – 0.15 kg /
according to the
wanted roughness
approx. 1.28 g/m3
+ 5ºC – + 25ºC
+ 5ºC
m2,

Usage manner: The product is used only by trained and qualified operators, complying with the following stages:
1. Support layer inspection:
Before application, the support is inspected in order to see whether it is levelled, dry, defrosted, resistant,
stable and clean, without dust, sediments, oils, fats, concentrated oil, crumbly parts.
The product may be applied on tiles and glazed sandstone, clinker plates, terrazzo, artificial stone, very
smooth concrete, surfaces with adhesive traces, PVC carpets very well stuck, fibreboard plates, concrete
and plaster foundations.
In humid areas, it may be applied before the alternative hydroinsulations.
2. Support layer preparation:
The support surface is broomed and vacuumed before the application of the product. The verification of
coverage material adhesion to the support is recommended.
3. Application of product:
The material is ready, it should not be mixed in advance. It is taken from the bucket with a roller/brush and
it is spread uniformly on the surface, without leaving traces. In the case of absorbing concrete supports,
PRIMER G 7012 may be diluted in water in proportion of up to 1:1.
The foreign bodies that are caught in the fresh primer must be removed.
The continuance of the work may be performed after the primer coating applied is dry, it is no longer sticky.
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The drying time is of 1 - 2 hours according to the climatic conditions of the room.
After drying, the following may be applied: the hydroinsultaion, the self-levelling foundation, the adhesive,
etc.
Final recommendations:

a.) No work shall be executed at temperatures under +5°C. High humidity and low temperatures
b.)
c.)
d.)
e.)

delay the adherence time and hardening, while the high temperatures accelerate them.
The product is not recommended for supports made of plastic or metal materials.
The product shall not be mixed with other materials.
The material is ready, it should not be mixed in advance.
After usage, the tools shall be cleaned very well with water.

Packaging: The product is packed in 5l cans.
Storage: The product is stored for max. 12 months in a dry place, in the original unopened package.
Warranty: The product has a 12 month warranty from the manufacture date marked on the package, only under the
storage conditions mentioned above.

Note 1: The present data sheet accompanies each invoice or waybill which refers to the product presented in the sheet.
Note 2: It is forbidden to reproduce parts or fragments from the present data sheet.
Note 3: The present data sheet has been drawn up to properly inform the user about the presented product. The use of this sheet for other purpose than informing you
about the product and preparing the technological specifications regarding application is strictly forbidden without the written consent of ITAL-KOL.
Note 4: For other additional information, which you consider you should receive or you find useful, we recommend that you contact the producer in writing, before
using the product. Any producer liability regarding failures in applying the product resulted from misinterpreting the text of the present data sheet or from verbal
consultancy is excluded.
Note 5: The data presented in the product data sheet and, mainly, the instructions regarding the manner and area of application of the product are based on the skills
and practical experience of the person applying the product. Due to a large variety of materials, tools or working conditions which we cannot totally control or foresee
or which, even if they are clearly mentioned in the product data sheet, are not correctly assessed by the person applying the product, in each case we recommend,
before use, to carry out individual tests of applying the product, so that you can be sure that the product the present data sheet is describing is suitable for your
respective field of application.
Any producer liability regarding failures in applying the product resulted from the causes mentioned above in this sheet is excluded, except for the event when the
damages resulted only from the poor quality of the product that the present data sheet refers to.
Note 6: Depending on the evolution of the technical regulations applicable, the producer preserves the right to modify the present data sheet. For the purpose of
confirming the data in the sheet, we recommend you to visit the web page: web www.italkol.ro prior to using the product

